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Life span of humans set to cross 120 yrs?
Sherouk Zakaria

N

ew technologies and 3D
printed human organs
can contribute to mankind’s longevity, as scientists have been adding three
months to the average life span
annually, experts said.
Speaking during the second day
of the Knowledge Summit, scientists and medical professionals
said while improving quality of
life and leading healthy lifestyles
contributes to longevity, continuous technology development will
help increase life spans.
Raymond McCauley, co-founder
of BioCurious and a biotechnology
scientist, said advanced cell replacement, repair and genetic editing combined with 3D-printing can
extend life spans past the 120-year
barrier. The average now is between the 80s, up to 120 in developed countries. “Demographically,
we can make a good case that the
future belongs to the old. Just last
year, we passed a milestone where
there are more people over 65 now
than there are under 16, for the
first time in human history. For
people working in different fields,
the number of people on earth over
65 represents a global market bigger than China,” said McCauley.
John Nosta, founder of NOSTALAB, said while the body sees major weaknesses after age 40, technology will help build new muscles
to overcome the loss of muscle
mass, for instance. “The path to
longevity is not wellness or prevention, it’s an earlier technologymediated disease detection,”
Nosta said, adding if cancer could
be predicted before it even happens, it means that technology
shares a border with prevention.
“We can leverage technology, in
the form of stem cells or collagen
repair mechanisms or 3D-printed
organ replacement. Longevity lies
close to technology because it
shares a border with prevention.”
Currently, a girl born in the UK
has a one in three chance of living
till 100. Nosta said that with a
growing ageing population lies
more opportunities for economic
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Humane technology
The march of technology could be
good for humans if innovations
are regulated. People should set
the rules and live longer, healthy
lives. It’s a gradual process that
could improve the way we live.
But it’s up to us to take care of our
bodies first. Technology is not a
substitute but could provide solutions that make us more human.

and social development, which
will also impact GDP and achieve
higher levels of productivity. “We
will see someone with the wisdom
of 70 or 80 years apply that to a
business or educational dynamic;
that’s the game changer.”
Meanwhile, Shafi Ahmed, cofounder of Virtual Medics and Med-

ical Realities, said 3D-printing will
help in organ transplantation in the
long run. In the US, one person is
added to the waiting list for organ
donation every 14 minutes. While
an average of 17,000 receive transplants, 20 per cent die before the
organ implanted becomes effective.
“That’s where the question comes
in: would you rather wait four years
and die without finding one? Or
have a chance to get an organ printed and inserted right away,” said
Ahmed. But 3D-printing of organs
must be tackled from a humane
point of view and considered if it
will help people. “It’s not about
expanding lifetimes but the quality of life that has to be built
around wellness,” said Ahmed.
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Where does 3D printing of organs stand?
While there has not been a single
3D-printed organ yet implanted,
Anthony Atala, director of the
Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine, said experts
have implanted engineered
tissues into patients.
“We implanted into patients
organs that have been created by
hand, and it took several decades
to create tissues and organs to
implant back into patients. We did
that by using the patient’s own
cells, creating the tissue and putting it back,” said Atala.
Though there hasn’t been an
actual bone implant or viable tis-

sue placed in a human, medicine
will “need a while before printing
large number of organs into a
patient,” said Atala.
While modern technology could
be expensive and out of reach for
the majority, experts predicted it
will be affordable in the long run
like any other technology that
starts high then reduces in price.
“When the first mobile phone
came out, it exceeded $10,000
and now it’s a few dollars. Technology strats at a high value but
becomes affordable with time,”
said Ahmed.
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Longevity lies close
to technology because
it shares a border with
prevention.”
John Nosta, founder,
NOSTALAB

Demographically,
we can make a good
case that the future
belongs to the old.”

Robot among
five knowledge
ambassadors
Sherouk Zakaria
dubai — As part of Knowledge
Summit 2017, the Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum Foundation (MBRF) named five knowledge ambassadors for the first
time, on Wednesday.
Among them was Sophia, a humanoid robot by Hansom Robotics,
who recently received Saudi Arabian citizenship. “Let’s start the future today,” she told the audience.
The foundation named Jason
Silva, TV personality and futurist;
Muna AbuSulayman, Arab and
Muslim media personality; Major
Dr Rashid Hamdan Al Ghafri,
DNA and biology expert in the Department of Forensic Sciences and
Criminology at the Dubai Police;
and Tanmay Bakshi, 13-year-old
Artificial Intelligence developer.
Through the new initiative,
MBRF will select knowledge ambassadors every year to create a
global group of activists to enrich
knowledge in Arab societies.
sherouk@khaleejtimes.com

Raymond McCauley,
co-founder, BioCurious and
Biotechnology Scientist

It’s not expanding
lifetimes but quality of
life that has to be built
around wellness.”

READERS FIRST
Do you have something to add
to this story? Or is there a story
you want to share with us?

Shafi Ahmed, cofounder, Virtual Medics Raymond McCauley, Shafi Ahmad, John Nosta, and Dr Anthony Atala, director of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine
and Medical Realities and Dr Philip Kennedy during the panel discussion ‘Human Organs 3D Printing and Genetic Editing’ at the Knowledge Summit.

Scan the QR code to join our Facebook
discussion, or write to us directly at
reporters@khaleejtimes.com.

Robocop will no longer be lonely,
police are looking to hire more
Sarwat Nasir

[1384587]

dubai — Thinking of applying for
a job at Dubai Police? They do
have a vacancy but they aren’t exactly looking to hire a human being like you. The Dubai Police
want to employ a robot.
Khalid Alrazooqi, the general
director of the e-services department at the Dubai Police, told
Khaleej Times at the Knowledge
Summit that they are keen on hiring the popular humanoid robot,
Sophia, for their customer service
team. She has the skills they require: strong interaction skills and
artificial intelligence.
The Dubai Police already have
a robot policeman on the team.
This Robocop can speak in six different languages, answer questions, interact with humans, detect emotions and has a facial
recognition software.
“We already have one robot in
the Dubai Police. Now, there’s another opening to hire a robot instead of people. She’s (Sophia) is
good for interacting with people
and customer service,” Alrazooqi
said. He added that the Dubai Police seek to hand over certain jobs
to robots and let humans focus on

the high-skilled jobs. He believes
that robots can even manage prisons, traffic departments and customer service jobs for them, one
day in the future.
Alrazooqi said: “The Dubai Police are looking to introduce all
kinds of robots. One kind that we
want is the robot that will manage
communication and interaction
with the people to protect the city
24/7. These robots won’t ask for
sick leave or maternity leave and
their accuracy is very high. Our
people will focus on monitoring
the city, solving crimes and providing better service to people,
instead of doing the normal routine jobs. A lot of prisons could be
managed by robots.”
He also insisted that even
though the Dubai Police are now
hiring a robot instead of a human
for one job, it does not mean humans should be worried about
unemployment due to AI.
“With AI systems coming up,
many people are worried they are
going to lose their jobs. They expect 7.1 million to lose their jobs
by 2020, but on another hand,
they expect to create 2.1 million
new jobs. We have to work on the
new generation. We have to hire
highly skilled people.

The world’s first interactive operational police robot, employed
by the Dubai Police, stands at attention. — File photo
“At the Dubai Police, too, we
are looking to hire highly skilled
people so we can concentrate
more on security work. For the
normal jobs, we will hire robots.
There are advantages and disadvantages of using these kind of
technologies. In the end, they will
help humans live and work better,” he said.
The force has a strong focus on
incorporating technology, espe-

cially drones and artificial intelligence, into their work. At Gitex
Technology Week earlier this
year, the Dubai Police displayed a
flying hybrid drone-helicopter
that can act as a flying police car.
However, Alrazooqi said that a
lot of studies and research into
artificial intelligence need to be
carried out before AI machines
take over some jobs.
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